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Setup

Build a mountain
of 6 random cards.

Give a disc to
each player.
Place the board
beneath the
mountain.

How to Play?
The goal of the game is to gain as many points as possible together. The game plays over 6 turns and each turn
has 3 phases: descend, discuss, and reveal. One player (called the Skier) is the active player for each turn, starting
with the youngest player.

Descend

(During this phase, no one can speak.
Speaking is cheating!)
Starting at the summit of the mountain, the Skier
must resolve 3 dilemmas before they can end
their descent at a cabin.
For each dilemma, the skier must always choose
the left or right path according to their preference
or the path that best describes them. After the
3rd dilemma, they secretly indicate which cabin
they ended up in on their disc.
Meanwhile, each other player imagines the Skier’s
choices and secretly tries to determine which cabin
they are in. They indicate its number on their discs.

Discuss
Once everyone has chosen, all players except
the Skier reveal their discs, then discuss to choose
a single answer among the 6 cabins.
In case they can’t agree, the player to the left
of the Skier decides.

Reveal
Finally, the Skier reveals their disc and all players,
together, gain 1 point if they found the Skier’s cabin!
The player to the left of the Skier becomes the new
Skier and starts their turn by placing 6 new
dilemmas (you can also just flip over the old ones).

Example of a descent
Dilemma no.1
Being a bit of a prude, the Skier prefers
the igloo and slides down to the right.
Dilemma no.2
The Skier couldn’t turn down a million
dollars, so they slide to the right.
Dilemma no.3
Finally, their well-known
generosity brings them
to the left.

Arrival
They wait for their friends in the warmth of cabin #5 and hope
the others know them well enough to meet them there. They now get
to enjoy everyone’s commentary on their private life.

Ho
Ho
Ho

And how does the game end?
After 6 descents, count the number of points you gained, then check your score on the table below.

Points

Score

0-1

Impressive… that you’re so bad!

2-3

Did you just meet each other?

4-5

Not bad, but it’s easy when you’re friends.

6

You know each other so well, it’s a bit sus...
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